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0.1 Problem Statement

Spatial role labeling is the task of automatic labeling of words and phrases
in a sentence with a set of spatial roles such as trajector, landmark, spa-
tial indicator, distance, direction etc. More specifically, the task involves
identifying and classifying spatial arguments that are triggered by spatial
expressions mentioned in a sentence and establishing relations between them
with attributes of holistic spatial semantics.

• Spatial indicators: Signals a spatial relation between objects (tra-
jectors and landmarks) of a spatial scene.

• Trajector : Entities like a person, object or event whose location is
described.

• Landmark: The reference entity in relation to which the location or
trajectory of the trajectors motion is specified

For Example: John(Trajector) is sitting on(Spatial Indicator) the ground(Landmark)
The vase(Trajector1) is on(Spacial Indicator1) the ground(Lanmark1,Trajector2)
on(Spatial Indicator2) your left(Landmark2)

0.2 Motivation

Spatial role labeling is a key task for many NLP applications which require
information about locations of objects referenced in text, or relations be-
tween them in space. For example, the phrase ’a book on the desk’ contains
information about the location of the object book with respect to another
object desk. Various applications of spatial role labeling includes control-
ling a robot by audio instructions, performing text-to-scene conversion and
generation of textual descriptions from visual data, geographical information
systems etc.

0.3 Previous Works

• SpatialML (Mani et al., 2008) Focuses on geographical information

• (Pustejovsky and Moszkowicz, 2009) Considers pivot of the spa-
tial information is the spatial verb.

• (Kordjamshidi et al., 2011c) Provides a domain independent lin-
guistic and spatial analysis to this problem.
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0.4 Dataset

The data we got from the organizers of SemEval is a subset of CLEF Corpus
and Confluence Corpus in XML format. The text are not always limited to
spatial descriptions. Therefore they are less domain-specic and contain free
explanations about the title. All the files in the training set have been split
into sentences with proper tags.

0.5 Methodology

There are variety of approaches to the given problems

• Conditional random fields (CRFs) Conditional random fields [2]
are a class of statistical modelling method often applied in pattern
recognition and machine learning, where they are used for structured
prediction. Whereas an ordinary classifier predicts a label for a single
sample without regard to ”neighboring” samples, a CRF can take con-
text into account. A CRF is an undirected graphical model or Markov
random field. A conditional random field model is used to tag single
words in a sentence with the roles TRAJECTOR, LANDMARK, SPA-
TIAL INDICATOR, NONE.
Let x1:N be the observations (e.g., words in a document), and z1:N be
the labels (e.g., tags), Then a linear chain Conditional Random Field
defines a conditional probability

p(z1:N |x1:N) =
exp(

∑N
n=1

∑F
i=1 λifi(zn−1,zn,x1:N ))

Z

where Z is the normalization factor so that the sum of probability is
1, we sum over n=1 . . . N word positions in the sequence. For each
position, we sum over i = 1 . . . F weighted features. The scalar λi is
the weight for feature fi() . Example of feature function can be

fi(zn−1, zn, x1:N) =

{
1, zn = PERSON and xn = John
0, o/w

• Dependency Parsing In order to identify the spacial indicators we
need to identify the preposition in a sentence. For identification of
preposition we can use dependency parser which returns the relation
between each word to all other words which are dependent on that.
Then inorder to classify the spatial and non spatial indicator we can
use preposition disambiguation. For identifying the trajectors and land-
marks we can use the dependency between the words and the spatial
indicators. [4]
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